We prove a generalization of the quantum Markovian equation for observables.
Introduction
Fractional calculus appeared in 1695, when Leibniz described the derivative of order α = 1/2 [1, 2, 3] . Derivatives and integrals of noninteger order were studied by Leibniz, Liouville, Grunwald, Letnikov and Riemann. Many books have now been written about fractional calculus and fractional differential equations [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . Derivatives and integrals of noninteger order and fractional integro-differential equations have found many applications in recent studies in physics (see, e.g., [9, 10, 11, 12] and [13, 14, 15, 16] ).
In quantum mechanics, observables are given by self-adjoint operators. The dynamical description of a quantum system is given by superoperators. A superoperator is a map that assigns one operator some other operator.
The motion of a system is naturally described in terms of the infinitesimal change of the system. The equation for a quantum observable is called the Heisenberg equation. For Hamiltonian quantum systems, the infinitesimal superoperator is defined by some form of derivation. A derivation is a linear map L that satisfies the Leibnitz rule L(AB) = (LA)B + A(LB) for any operators A and B. A fractional derivative can be defined as the fractional power of the derivative (see, e.g., [17] ). It is known that the infinitesimal generator L = (1/i ) [H, . ] , which is used for Hamiltonian systems, is a derivation of quantum observables. In [18] , we regarded a fractional power L α of the derivative operator
] as a fractional derivative on a set of observables. As a result, we obtain a fractional generalization of the Heisenberg equation, which allows generalizing the notion of Hamiltonian quantum systems. We note that a fractional generalization of classical Hamiltonian systems was suggested in [19] (also see [20] ). In the general case, quantum systems are non-Hamiltonian and L is not a derivation operator. For a wide class of quantum systems, the infinitesimal generator L is completely dissipative [21, 22, 23, 24] . Therefore, it is interesting to consider a fractional generalization of the equation of motion for non-Hamiltonian quantum systems using a fractional power of a completely dissipative superoperator.
The most general change of state of a non-Hamiltonian quantum system is a quantum operation [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] . A quantum operation for a quantum system can be described starting from a unitary evolution of some closed Hamiltonian system if the quantum system is a part of the closed system [32, 33] . But situations can arise where it is difficult or impossible to find a Hamiltonian system that includes the given quantum system. As a result, the theory of non-Hamiltonian quantum systems can be considered a fundamental generalization of the quantum mechanics of Hamiltonian systems [21, 22, 23, 24] . The quantum operations that describe the dynamics of non-Hamiltonian systems can be regarded as real completely positive trace-preserving superoperators on some operator space. These superoperators form a completely positive semigroup. The infinitesimal generator of this semigroup is completely dissipative. The problem of nonHamiltonian dynamics is to obtain an explicit form for the infinitesimal generator, which is in turn connected with the problem of determining the most general explicit form of this superoperator. This problem was investigated in [34, 35, 36] . Here, we consider superoperators that are fractional powers of completely dissipative superoperators. We prove that the suggested superoperators are infinitesimal generators of completely positive semigroups. The quantum Markovian equations with a completely dissipative superoperator are the most general form of the Markovian master equation describing the nonunitary evolution of a density operator that is trace preserving and completely positive. We consider a fractional generalization of the quantum Markovian equation, which is solved for the harmonic oscillator with friction. We can assume that other solutions and properties described in [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45] can also be considered for fractional generalizations of the quantum Markovian equation and the Gorini-Kossakowski-Sudarshan equation [34, 35] .
A fractional power of infinitesimal generator can be considered a parameter describing a measure of "screening" of the environment. Using the interaction representation of the quantum Markovian equation, we consider a fractional power α of the non-Hamiltonian part of the infinitesimal generator. We obtain the Heisenberg equation for Hamiltonian systems in the limit as α → 0. In the case α = 1, we have the usual quantum Markovian equation. As a result, we can distinguish the following cases: (1) absence of the environmental influence (α = 0), (2) complete environmental influence (α = 1), and (3) powerlike screening of the environmental influence (0 < α < 1). The physical interpretation of the fractional quantum Markovian equation can be connected with an existence of a powerlike "screening" of the environmental influence. Quantum computations by quantum operations with mixed states (see, e.g., [30] ) can be controlled by this parameter. We assume that there exist stationary states of open quantum systems [46, 37, 47, 48, 49, 40, 45] that depend on the fractional parameter. We note that it is possible to consider quantum dynamics with a low fractionality by a generalization of the method proposed in [50] (also see [51, 52] ).
In Section 2, we briefly review of superoperators on an operator Hilbert space and quantum operations and introduce the notation. In Section 3, we consider the fractional power of a superoperator. In Section 4, we suggest a fractional generalization of the quantum Markovian equation. In Section 5, we describe the properties of the fractional semigroup. In Sections 6 and 7, we solve the fractional equations for the quantum harmonic oscillator with and without friction.
Superoperator and quantum operations
Quantum theories essentially consist of two structures: a kinematic structure describing the initial states and observables of the system, and a dynamical structure describing the change of these states and observables with time. In quantum mechanics, the states and observables can be given by operators. The dynamical description of the quantum system is given by a superoperator, which is a map from a set of operators into itself.
Let M be an operator space. We let M * denote the space dual to M. Hence, M * is the set of all linear functionals on M. The classic denotations for an element of M are |B) and B. The symbols (A| and ω denote the elements of M * . By the Riesz-Frechet theorem, any linear continuous functional ω on an operator Hilbert space M has the form ω(B) = (A|B) for all B ∈ M, where |A) is an element in M. Therefore, the element A can be considered not only an element |A) of M, but also an element (A| of the dual space M * . The symbol (A|B) for a value of the functional (A| on the operator |B) is the graphic combination of the symbols (A| and |B).
Definition 1.
A linear superoperator is a map L from an operator space M into itself such that the relation
Let M be a normed operator space. The superoperator L is said to be called bounded if L(A) M ≤ c A M for some constant c and all A ∈ M. The value
is called the norm of the superoperator L. If M is a normed space and L is a bounded superoperator, then L = L .
In quantum theory, the class of real superoperators is the most important.
Definition 4. Let M be an operator space and A † be an adjoint operator of
If L is a real superoperator, then Λ =L is real. If L is a real superoperator and A is a self-adjoint operator
Then superoperators from a set of quantum observables M into itself should be real. All possible dynamics of quantum systems must be described by a set of real superoperators. 
The most general state change of a quantum system is a called a quantum operation [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] . A quantum operation is described by a superoperatorÊ that is a map on a set of density operators. If ρ is a density operator, thenÊ(ρ) should also be a density operator. Any density operator ρ t = ρ(t) is a self-adjoint (ρ 
Moreover, we assume that the superoperatorÊ is not only positive but also completely positive [53] . The superoperatorÊ is a completely positive map from an operator space
for all operators A k , B k ∈ M and any integer n.
Let the superoperatorÊ be a convex linear map on the set of density operators, i.e.
where 0 < λ s < 1 for all s, and s λ s = 1. Any convex linear map of density operators can be uniquely extended to a linear map on self-adjoint operators. We note that any linear completely positive superoperator can be represented bŷ
If this superoperator is trace-preserving, then
Because all processes occur in time, it is natural to consider quantum operationŝ E(t, t 0 ) that depend on time. Let the linear superoperatorsÊ(t, t 0 ) form a completely positive quantum semigroup [54] such that
whereΛ t is an infinitesimal generator of the semigroup [36, 54, 24] . The evolution of a density operator ρ is described byÊ
We consider quantum operationsÊ(t, t 0 ) with an infinitesimal generatorΛ such that the adjoint superoperator L is completely dissipative, i.e.
The superoperator L describes the dynamics of observables of a non-Hamiltonian quantum system. The completely dissipative superoperators are infinitesimal generators of completely positive semigroups {Φ t | t > 0} that are adjoint to {Ê t | t > 0}, whereÊ t =Ê(t, 0).
Fractional power of a superoperator
Let L be a closed linear superoperator with an everywhere dense domain D(L) and a resolvent R(z, L) on the negative semiaxis, and satisfy the condition
We note that
The superoperator
is defined on D(L) for 0 < α < 1 and is called a fractional power of the superoperator L [55, 56] . We note that the superoperator
Let L be a closed generating superoperator of the semigroup
which is called the Balakrishnan formula.
The resolvent for the superoperator L α can be found by the equation
called Kato's formula. It follows from this formula that the inequality
is satisfied with the constant M in inequality (3) for the superoperator L. It follows from the inequality
is uniformly bounded in every sector of the complex plane given by the relation | arg z| ≤ φ for φ not greater than some number π − ψ, (0 < ψ < π). Then the superoperator zR(−z, L α ) is uniformly bounded in every sector of the complex plane such that | arg z| ≤ φ for φ < π − αψ. Let L be a closed generating superoperator of the semigroup {Φ t | t ≥ 0}. Then the superoperators
form a semigroup such that L α is an infinitesimal generator of Φ (α) t . Equation (5) is called the Bochner-Phillips formula.
In equation (5), we use the function
where a, t > 0, s ≥ 0, and 0 < α < 1. The branch of z α is chosen such that Re(z α ) > 0 for Re(z) > 0. This branch is a one-valued function in the z plane cut along the negative real axis. This integral obviously converges by virtue of the factor exp(−tz α ). The function f α (t, s) has the following properties:
1. For all s > 0, the function f α (t, s) is nonnegative: f α (t, s) ≥ 0.
We have the identity
3. For t > 0 and x > 0,
4. Passing from the integration contour in (6) to the contour crossing of the two rays r exp(−iθ) and r exp(+iθ), where r ∈ (0, ∞), and π/2 ≤ θ ≤ π, we obtain
5. If α = 1/2, then θ = π, and
which is a corollary of equation (7).
Fractional quantum Markovian equation
The motion of a systems is naturally described in terms of the infinitesimal change. This change can be described by an infinitesimal generator. One problem of the nonHamiltonian dynamics is to obtain an explicit form of the infinitesimal generator. For this, it is necessary to find the most general explicit form of this superoperator. The problem was investigated in [34, 35, 36] for completely dissipative superoperators. Lindblad showed that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the completely positive norm-continuous semigroups and completely dissipative generating superoperators [36] . Lindblad's structural theorem gives the most general form of a completely dissipative superoperator. Theorem 1. A generating superoperator L V of a completely positive unity-preserving semigroup {Φ t = exp(−tL V )| t ≥ 0} on an operator space M can be represented in the form
where
We note that the form of L V is not uniquely fixed by (8) . Indeed, formula (8) preserves its form under the changes
where a k are arbitrary complex numbers.
Using A t = Φ t (A), where Φ t = exp(−tL V ), we obtain the equation
where L V is defined by (8) . This is called the quantum Davies extended the Lindblad result to a class of quantum dynamical semigroups with unbounded generating superoperators [57] .
We consider quantum Markovian equation (9) for an observable A t . We rewrite this equation in the form
where L V denotes the Markovian superoperator
Here, we use the superoperators of left multiplication L V and right multiplication R V determined by the relations
If all operators V k are equal to zero, then L V = L − H , and equations (10) and (11) give the Heisenberg equations for a Hamiltonian system. In the general case, the quantum system is non-Hamiltonian [24] .
We obtain a fractional generalization of the quantum Markovian equation. For this, we define a fractional power for the Markovian superoperator L V in the form
The superoperator (L V ) α is called a fractional power of the Markovian superoperator. We
α+β for α, β > 0, and α + β < 1. As a result, we obtain the
where t, H/ and V k / √ are dimensionless variables. We call this is the fractional quantum Markovian equation.
If V k = 0, then equation (14) gives the fractional Heisenberg equation [18] of the form
The superoperator (L − H ) α is a fractional power of the left Lie superoperator (12). We note that this equation cannot be represented in the form
with some operator H new . Therefore, quantum systems described by (15) are not Hamiltonian systems. These systems are called the fractional Hamiltonian quantum systems (FHQS). Usual Hamiltonian quantum systems can be considered a special case of FHQS. We note that a fractional generalization of classical Hamiltonian systems was suggested in [19, 20] . Using the operators
where U(t) = exp{(1/i )H}, we can write the quantum Markovian equation in the form
The superoperatorL
describes the non-Hamiltonian part of the evolution. Equation (16) 
Equation (18) is the fractional quantum Markovian equation in the interaction representation. The parameter α can be considered a measure of the influence of the environment. For α = 1, we have quantum Markovian equation (16) . In the limit as α → 0, we obtain the Heisenberg equation for the quantum observable A t of a Hamiltonian system. As a result, we can consider the physical interpretation of equations with a fractional power of the Markovian superoperator an influence of the environment. The following cases can be considered in quantum theory: (1) absence of the environmental influence (α = 0), (2) complete environmental influence (α = 1), and (3) powerlike screening of the environmental influence (0 < α < 1). The physical interpretation of fractional equation (18) can be connected with an existence of a powerlike screening of the environmental influence on the system.
Fractional semigroup
If we consider the Cauchy problem for equation (10) with the initial condition given at the time t = 0 by A 0 , then its solution can be written in the form A t = Φ t A 0 . The one-parameter superoperators Φ t , t ≥ 0 have the properties
As a result, the superoperators Φ t form a semigroup, and the superoperator L V is a generating superoperator of the semigroup {Φ t | t ≥ 0}.
We consider the Cauchy problem for fractional quantum Markovian equation (14) with the initial condition given by A 0 . Then its solution can be presented in the form
where the superoperators Φ (α) t , t > 0, form a semigroup, which we call the fractional semigroup. The superoperator −(L V ) α is a generating superoperator of the semigroup
We consider some properties of the fractional semigroups {Φ
The superoperators Φ (α) t can be constructed in terms of Φ t by Bochner-Phillips formula (5), where f α (t, s) is defined in (6) . If A t is a solution of quantum Markovian equation (10) , then formula (5) gives the solution
of fractional quantum Markovian equation (14) .
A linear superoperator Φ (α) t is completely positive if
The following theorem states that the fractional semigroup {Φ 
Corollary. If Φ t , t > 0, is a nonnegative one-parameter superoperator, i.e., Φ t (A) ≥ 0
Using the Bochner-Phillips formula and the property f α (t, s) ≥ 0, s > 0, we can easily prove that the superoperator Φ (α) t is nonnegative, if Φ t , t > 0 is a nonnegative oneparameter superoperator. This corollary can also be proved by using B 1 = I, A 1 = A, and A i = B i = 0 (i = 2, ...) in the proof of the theorem.
In quantum theory, the class of real superoperators is the most important. Let A † ∈ M * be adjoint to A ∈ M. A real superoperator is a superoperator Φ t on M,
A quantum observable is a selfadjoint operator. If Φ t is a real superoperator and A is a self-adjoint operator, A † = A, then the operator A t = Φ t A is self-adjoint, i.e., (Φ t A) † = Φ t A. Let M be a set of quantum observables. Then superoperators on M into M must be real because quantum dynamics, i.e., temporal evolutions of quantum observables, must be described by real superoperators.
Theorem 3. If Φ t is a real superoperator, then the superoperator Φ (α) t is also real.
Proof. The Bochner-Phillips formula gives
Using (7), we can easily see that f *
If Φ t is a superoperator on a Hilbert operator space M, then an adjoint superoperator of Φ t is a superoperatorÊ t on M * such that
for all B ∈ D(Φ t ) ⊂ M and some A ∈ M * . Using the Bochner-Phillips formula, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4. IfÊ t is an adjoint superoperator of Φ t , then the superoperator
Proof. LetÊ t be adjoint to Φ t , i.e. equation (19) is satisfied. Then
It is known thatÊ t is a real superoperator if Φ t is real. Analogously, if Φ (α) t is a real superoperator, thenÊ (α) t is real. Let {Ê t |t > 0} be a completely positive semigroup such that the density operator ρ t =Ê t ρ 0 is described by
whereΛ V is adjoint to the Markovian superoperator L V . The superoperatorΛ V can be represented in the form
We note that equation (20) with V k = 0 gives the von Neumann equation
The semigroup {Ê (α) t | t > 0} describes the evolution of the density operator ρ t (α) =Ê
This is the fractional quantum Markovian equation for the density operator. For V k = 0, this equation gives
which can be called the fractional von Neumann equation.
Fractional equation for the harmonic oscillator
We consider a quantum harmonic oscillator such that
where t and P are dimensionless variables. Then equation (14) (also see (15)) describes a harmonic oscillator. For A = Q and A = P , equation (14) for α = 1 gives
The well-known solutions of these equations are
Using these solutions and the Bochner-Phillips formula, we can obtain solutions of the fractional equations
where H is given by (21) . The solutions of fractional equations (23) have the forms
Substituting (22) in (24) gives [18] the equations
Equations (25) describe solutions of fractional equations (23) for the quantum harmonic oscillator. For α = 1/2, we have
These functions can be represented in terms of the Macdonald function (see Sec. 2.5.37.1 in [58] ), which is also called the modified Bessel function of the third kind. It is easy to obtain the expectations
and the dispersions
Here, we use the coordinate representation and the pure state
The expectation and dispersion are defined by usual.
Fractional quantum Markovian equation for the oscillator with friction
We consider the fractional quantum Markovian equation with V k = 0. The basic assumption is that the general form of a bounded completely dissipative superoperator given by the quantum Markovian equation also holds for an unbounded completely dissipative superoperator L V . Another condition imposed on the operators H and V k is that they are functions of the operators Q and P such that the obtained model is exactly solvable [37, 38] (also see [39, 40] ). We assume that V k = V k (Q, P ) are the first-degree polynomials in Q and P , and that H = H(Q, P ) is a second-degree polynomial in Q and P . These assumptions are analogous to those used in classical dynamics when friction forces proportional to the velocity are considered. Then V k and H are given in the forms:
where a k and b k , k = 1, 2, are complex numbers. It is easy to obtain
Using the matrices
we write the quantum Markovian equation for A t as
where L V A t = MA t . The solution of (28) is
The matrix M can be represented in the form M = N −1 F N, where F is a diagonal matrix. Let ν be a complex parameter such that ν 2 = µ 2 − ω 2 . Then we have
into account, we obtain the superoperator Φ t in the form
As a result, we obtain
The fractional quantum Markovian equations for Q t and P t are
where t and V k / √ are dimensionless variables. The solutions of these fractional equations are given by the Bochner-Phillips formula,
where Q s and P s are given by (29) and the function f α (t, s) is defined in (6) . Substituting (29) in (31) gives
where 
where we use the notation
where Re(t 2 ) > Re(ν), Re(λ) > 0, and K α (z) is the Macdonald function [1, 2] .
As a result, equations (32) ] as a fractional derivative on a set of quantum observables [18] . As a result, we obtain a fractional generalization of the Heisenberg equation [18] , which allows generalizing the notion of Hamiltonian quantum systems. In the general case, quantum systems are non-Hamiltonian and L is not a derivation. For a wide class of quantum systems, the infinitesimal generator L is completely dissipative [21, 22, 23, 24] . Here, we consider a fractional generalization of the equation of motion for non-Hamiltonian quantum systems using a fractional power of a completely dissipative superoperator. We suggested a generalization of the quantum Markovian equation for quantum observables. In this equation, we used a superoperator that is a fractional power of a completely dissipative superoperator. We proved that the suggested superoperator is an infinitesimal generator of a completely positive semigroup and described properties of this semigroup. We solved the proposed fractional quantum Markovian equation exactly for the harmonic oscillator with linear friction. A fractional power α of the quantum Markovian superoperator can be considered a parameter describing a measure of "screening" of the environment. We can separate the cases where α = 0, absence of the environmental influence; where α = 1, complete environmental influence; and where 0 < α < 1, a powerlike environmental influence. A one-parameter description of a screening of the coupling between the quantum system and the environment is thus a physical interpretation of a fractional power of the quantum Markovian superoperator.
We note that the quantum Markovian equation describes a coupling between a quantum system and an environment (see [32] ). Another physical interpretation of a fractional power of the infinitesimal generator is connected with Bochner-Phillips formula (5) as fol-lows. Using the properties we can assume that f α (t, s) is the density of a probability distribution. Then BochnerPhillips formula (5) can be considered a smoothing of the evolution Φ t with respect to the time s > 0. This smoothing can be considered a screening of the environment of the quantum system. The function f α (t, s) can be represented as the Levy distribution using a reparametrization. We note that Levy distributions are solutions of fractional equations (see, e.g., [13, 59, 60, 61] ) that describe anomalous diffusion. It is known that quantum Markovian equations are used to describe the Brownian motion of quantum systems [37] . Perhaps, the fractional generalization of quantum Markovian equations can be used to describe anomalous processes and random walks [13, 14, 15, 16] in quantum systems.
